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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 29 September 2010 (29.09.10)

1. An electrical power connector comprising:

a connector housing having a front end that defines a mating interface, wherein the

mating interface further defines a slot;

two rows of power contacts comprising:

a first row of first power contacts supported by the housing, the first power

contacts each defining a first mating end and an opposing first mounting end; and

a second row of second power contacts supported by the housing at a location

spaced from the first row of power contacts, the second power contacts each defining a

second mating end and an opposing second mounting end;

wherein each of the first power contacts comprises a horizontal panel and a panel

engagement member on each respective horizontal panel, the panel engagement member

engages a complementary housing engagement member on the connector housing to retain

the first power contacts with respect to the connector housing, each complementary

housing engagement member is located in a respective ventilation window defined by the

connector housing, and the electrical power connector has a current density of 180 to 230A

per 2,54 linear centimeters along the two rows of power contacts.

2. The electrical power connector as recited in claim 1 wherein the electrical power

connector has a current density between and including 96A and 140A per 2.54 linear

centimeters along the first row of power contacts.

3. The electrical power connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the complementary

engagement member comprises a latch.

4. The electrical power connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the panel engagement

member comprises a latch,

5. The electrical power connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the first row of first

power contacts and the second row of second power contacts are spaced approximately 1.1

to 2,4 mm from each other.



6. The electrical power connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the first and second

power contacts are vertical contacts, and the connector housing defines a height between

approximately 6 mm and 8 mm.

7. An electrical power connector comprising:

a connector housing having a front end that defines a mating interface, wherein the

mating interface further defines a slot;

two rows of power contacts comprising:

a first row of first power contacts supported by the housing, the first power

contacts each defining a first mating end and an opposing first mounting end; and

a second row of second power contacts disposed supported by the housing a: a

location spaced from the first row of power contacts, the second power contacts each

defining a second mating end and a opposing second mounting end;

wherein the first power contacts have two pairs of contact tails, each of the two

pairs of contact tails are attached to a corresponding one of two single corresponding

buses, the two single corresponding busses are electrically connected to each other by a

horizontal panel, the connector housing defines a height between approximately 6 mm and

8 mm, and the electrical power connector has a current density of 180 to 230A per 2.54

linear centimeters along the two rows of power contacts.

8. The electrical connector as claimed in claim 7, wherein the first power contacts

further comprise a plurality of split blades that each extend from the horizontal panel.

9. The electrical connector as claimed in claim 7, wherein the two pairs of contact

tails are evenly spaced apart from one another along a direction parallel to the slot,

10 The electrical connector as claimed in claim 7 wherein the electrical power

connector has a current density between and including 96A and 140A per 2.54 linear

centimeters along the first row of first power contacts.

11. An electrical power connector comprising:



a connector housing having a front end that defines a mating interface, wherein the

mating interface further defines a slot;

two rows of power contacts comprising:

a first row of first power contacts supported by the housing, the first power

contacts each defining a first mating end and an opposing first mounting end; and

a second row of second power contacts disposed supported by the housing at a

location spaced from the first row of power contacts, the second power contacts each

defining a second mating end and an opposing second mounting end;

wherein the first power contacts have only two contact tails, each of the two

contact tails are attached to a corresponding one of two single corresponding buses, the

two single corresponding busses are electrically isolated from one another, the connector

housing defines a height of approximately 6 mm and 8 mm, and the electrical power

connector has a current density between and including 96A and 140A per 2.54 linear

centimeters along the first row of first power contacts.

12. The electrical power connector as claimed in claim 11, wherein the first power

contacts further comprise a plurality of split blades that each extend from a respective

horizontal panel of the first power contacts,

13. The electrical power connector as claimed in claim 11, wherein the two pairs of

contact tails are evenly spaced apart from one another along a direction parallel to the slot.

14. The electrical power connector as claimed in claim 11 wherein the electrical power

connector has a current density of 180 to 230A per 2,54 linear centimeters along the two

rows of power contacts.

15. An electrical power connector comprising:

a connector housing having a front end that defines a mating interface, wherein the

mating interface further defines a slot;

two rows of power contacts comprising:

a first row of first power contacts supported by the housing, the first power

contacts each defining a first mating end and an opposing first mounting end; and



a second row of second power contacts disposed supported by the housing at a

location spaced from the first row of power contacts, the second power contacts each

defining a second mating end and an opposing second mounting end;

wherein the connector housing defines a height between approximately 6 mm and

approximately 8 mm and the electrical power connector has a current density of 120A per

2.54 linear centimeters at a thirty degree centigrade temperature rise along the first row of

first power contacts.

16. An electrical power connector comprising:

a connector housing having a front end that defines a mating interface, wherein the

mating interface further defines a slot;

two rows of power contacts comprising:

a first row of first power contacts supported by the housing, the first power

contacts each defining a first mating end and an opposing first mounting end; and

a second row of second power contacts disposed supported by the housing at a

location spaced from the first row of power contacts, the second power contacts each

defining a second mating end and an opposing second mounting end;

wherein the connector housing defines a height between approximately 6 mm and

approximately 8 mm and the electrical power connector has a current density between and

including 96A and 140A per 2.54 linear centimeters at a thirty degree centigrade

temperature rise along the first row of first power contacts.

17. The electrical connector as claimed in claims 1, 1, 11, 15 or 16 wherein the first power

contacts and the second power contacts are front-end loaded into the connector housing.

18. The electrical connector as claimed in claims 15 or 16 wherein the current density is

ISO to 230A per 2.54 linear centimeters along the two rows of power contacts
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